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Amazing Amusement Park Science**
Are you ready for a hair-raising adventure? Then strap yourself
in as we explore the spine-tingling science of amusement parks.

Emergency Room 101
In the Emergency Room, you will become a student doctor as
you learn about the human body and basic first aid through
plenty of hands on activities.

Battling Robo-Botz
Have you ever wanted to build a robot? Join us as we build
simple motorized robots that will battle for the title “Best Bot”.

Lost in Space
Blast off on an adventure through the universe!

Crazy Chemistry**
Join Science Explorers as we become crazy chemists!
We will investigate the Periodic Table and learn about its
families with fun and exciting experiments.

The Mechanics of Gizmos and Gadgets**
How did toys work before batteries? They relied on physics.
Put science to work as you explore the hows and whys of motion, gravity, energy and more.

CSI: Examine the Evidence**
How do Crime Science Investigators help solve crimes?
Explore the fun and fascinating field of forensic science.

Mummies, Mysteries and More!
The Egyptian civilization was one of the richest cultures of the
ancient world. Join Science Explorers as we uncover this
fascinating time in history.

Discovering Dinosaurs
Do you love T-Rex, Parasaurolophus, Ankylosaurus, and
Triceratops? If you do, come and explore the exciting
prehistoric world of the dinosaurs.
Elementary Engineering:
Catapults and Trebuchet**
The royal family has appointed you as their loyal master
engineer to determine the best castle construction to protect
their walls against a marshmallow catapult.
Elementary Engineering: Gearing Up!**
Put your building skills to the test as an elementary engineer by
designing and constructing remote-controlled vehicles.
Elementary Engineering: Simple Machines
Do you like building with Lego bricks and K’NEX? Then put your
building skills to the test as an elementary engineer by
designing and constructing simple machines.
Elementary Engineering:
Super Structures**
Are you up for a challenge? Then join Science Explorers for a
fun, hands-on series about structural engineering where you will
imagine, design and construct super structures including
various bridge designs.

Myth Busting 101**
Mind-blowing myths or scientific facts? Join Science Explorer
as we confirm or bust strange myths and wacky urban legends.
Roaring Rockets! **
Blast off with Science Explorers to accelerate through
aerodynamics with rocketry.
Shocking Electrical Science**
Ready for some hair-raising, hands-on, science fun?
Then join us to learn about electricity and the flow of electrons.
Techno-Tinkering**
Are you ready for a challenge? Do you find yourself tinkering
with batteries, motors and moving objects? Then put your
building skills to the test as a techno engineer.
Wizard School
Join Science Explorers as we investigate a wizard’s laboratory.
You will become an apprentice as you learn the science behind
the magic.
Young Inventors 101
You don’t need to have gray hair and wrinkles to be an
inventor. Children are natural inventors.

